INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

For best results, install in temperatures greater than 50 Degrees (F).
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smaller than the frame, the frame will need to be cut down before installing, in order to fit the
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to concrete wall, clients report
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into the wall, securing all base plate sections.

STEP 6: EXPOSE ADHESIVE PERIMETER – (Note:The Sticky surface is ONLY an INSTALLATION AID. Once Cover Plate is
installed, the frame takes over the job of securing vinyl.) Begin at either top corner, peel off yellow tape liner all the way across top,
to expose adhesive. DO NOT peel sides or bottom yet! Remove across top only! NOTE: Appl y vinyl to tacky surface within a short
time to keep sticky surface from collecting dust and/or drying out.

Position vinyl for eas
the to
adhesive surface, working your way across to
. vinyl gathers or wrinkles,
top edge, vinyl should be hanging like a curtain.

the vinyl and press top edge against the
wrinkle-free,
to
pull it away from the adhesive surface and re

Remove protective tape layer along bottom of rectangle. With hands shoulder-width apart, pull vinyl straight down beginning at
bottom-center. Hand-tighten vinyl to achieve “wrinkle-free” plane. Work across, from center to left or right corner. Pull bottom
edge of vinyl downward, then press it against adhesive surface. (No need to pull hard -- frame will tighten vinyl when Cover Plate
is installed. Just pull hard enough to remove slack and wrinkles.) Again, start at bottom-center and work across to the opposite
corner. When vinyl is taut (no wrinkles) from top to bottom, repeat the same procedure on vertical right and left sides, beginning at
center height, working toward corners.
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excess vinyl that extends beyond the outside edge of the base plate.

corner.
outside edge of
Plate.

of

diagram, below right.)

Apply direct pressure to Cover Plate while inserting screws.
Tip of screw will pierce vinyl and bore into
groove in
stretch taut as screw is tightened and frame
layers are
vinyl is slack, the screw is probably not completely tight.
to
to
guard against overtightening or stripping. The
a reusable attachment system.
(which accompanied the
frames.)

surface.

Complete installation by caulking between base plate and mounting
any “pulling” effects created by wind.
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